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i am a fisherman, and though i dont like to admit it, i can see the parallel to the writer, in a lot of ways. one things we both do is sit back, annd look at life through a lens, whether its reality or imagination. and the question we tend to ask ourselves is, what is real and what is
fiction. a good fiction writer takes the circumstances of a person who deals with real life every day, annd creates a story based on those circumstances. im no different. im also not a very happy person. i focus on what im unhappy about. i see the darkness. i try to make the best
of it. but if im living a good life, and a bad life, im not really happy, in the sense of being contented. i can have kind of happy at the moment. however, if i take a few minutes to focus, i realize that much of the time i really dont want anything to do with those thoughts. and the

film doesnt really have to be about darkness. i dont think that its really that important. but what about the positivity of other things. how can i make a film that has those kinds of situations? maybe its not about realistic situations. but if i were to take out the characters who are
negative, and put in two characters who seem to be living a good life. it just creates a different feel. its very universal. and that may be what makes a good abstract. the abstraction is very small, and its universal. what do you think is a good abstract photograph? what do you
think of when you look at it? if youre using adobe cs3 or higher, you can use the color curves to dramatically change the look of your image. the purpose is to change up the saturation of the colors in your image. typically, people are most interested in doing this with black and
white images because thats what they were taught in school. but the colors add a lot of energy to a black and white image. when you look at a color image, you tend to get carried away by the colors. so to help you with that, try adding some curves to the colors in your image.

its good to experiment with colors. the main thing you want to do is make a change in the blue of the image, explains artist and photographer nate rodriguez. it adds that element of interest. you can choose any setting on the curves editor. make a change from 0.0 to 16.0. thats
a huge range. you can actually make a change from desaturated red to super saturated blue. you can make the colors more of a vibrant feel, or more moody. the basic idea is to take the image, and try to brighten up the blue tone, to make it feel more dramatic. you can also

darken it as well to make it more moody. its a tool to play with. i try to do this in photoshop, and i do it on a lot of my black and white images. to me it brings life to the image. the image can be really moody without the blue image, but it doesnt feel as dramatic.
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hodson moore has been doing this for over 30 years. and shes ready to go again. today she starts with her work from an idea
to the ideas on a screen the client the different print systems and the final prints that are created. hodson moore has an

incredible storytelling ability. i have really enjoyed seeing her work evolve over time. hodson moore may have been a top
portrait photographer for as long as she can remember, but she didnt like working in the portrait world in college. while

working in her hospital in washington dcs sherbourne medical centre, she met a photographer from india, who she also came
to love. the way he handled color appealed to hodson moore, and she turned away from her self-imposed portrait world, and
began to make portraits. not wanting to limit herself, she started to shoot all kinds of people, places, events and things. a lot

of those things were the kinds of people, places and things that people in the portrait business dont shoot. from there on,
hodson moore began to focus more on her work than just make portraits. she decided to leave her position as a hospital

artist, and with the help of a tiny bit of artistic patronage, she left town. once she was out and about, hodson moore began to
notice the ways that photographers took advantage of the fact that everyone is looking to be in a photo. she noticed that

many people wanted to do something different. her work continues to evolve. i think it is because of the way she was taught
that she sees the world. the way i see it, it takes focus to photograph something. the human eye is a fickle thing that seems

to focus on things that interest us. but many cameras cant see that interest that is conveyed by intent. the fact that
photography is a big business, and not just an artistic choice, has made images a commodity. photography, like any other art
form that becomes more commodified, tends to be reduced to what it is that people want rather than what it is that people

need. this is why we need a level playing field in the art world. but when a institution is powerful in any field, it tends to
dominate and its agenda can distort the truth. so it is important that we promote alternative media and support artists who

do what they do because they are passionate about it, not because it makes them a living. 5ec8ef588b
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